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Issue # Categor
y

Found
In
Releas
e

Module Title Release Note

282513 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Administr
ation

Password Expiration was not working as expected This was actually working, but
the GUI was misleading.  Now
the GUI has a specific radio
button option offering an option to
the administrator to expire the
user's password;

280788 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Database Very large Text Area fields could be subject to data loss with MySQL databases When a Text Area field exceeded
4,000 characters in a MySQL
database, there was a situation
where some characters at the
boundary of each 4,000
character segment could be lost.
This has been fixed.;

281711 Product
Bug

7.0.16 Drag and
Drop

Drag-and-drop adding of documents to repeating row fields with IE8 This problem only affected
genuine IE8 users (not IE9 or
IE10 in compatibility mode).
After uploading a document field
that was placed within a
repeating row, other text fields
would not accept input.  This
required other configuration items
such as the document field being
the last field on the repeating
row.  The problem has been
fixed.;

280370 Product
Bug

7.0.10 Escalation Escalation rules did not correctly access non-24x7 calendars This was a bug which was fixed.;

281341 Product
Bug

7.0.10 File
Import
(GUI)

Behavior setting OMITTED_USER_IMPORT_COLUMNS has been improved There was a problem with the
implementation in that the user's
home page reports were not
always mapped correctly.  This
has been fixed.;

282147 Product
Bug

6.6.3 General
code

issues

An upgrade to a site deleted customer inserted metadata translations for non-English languages This occurred only to metadata
messages created by the
customer in non-English locales.
The problem was fixed so that
these messages are now kept
intact upon executing the
upgrade process.;

282876 Product
Bug

7.0.16 Layout
Rendering

Quickedit on the Home Page would not work This was fixed;
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281571 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Notificatio
n

Mailing list disappeared after selecting values This was a minor issue which
only affected users who were on
the mailing list as a result of
being on a relevant interest list.
This has been fixed for this
release.;

282490 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Perforce
Integratio

n

Perforce integration failed to update ExtraView records due to a problem with the RELEASE_STATUS field This issue was caused by a bug
in the ExtraView API that is used
by the P4 integration daemon to
update the RELEASE_STATUS
field to a new value.  The update
was clearing the value of the
RELEASE_STATUS field.  This
has been fixed.;

280649 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Search /
Report

Scheduled Matrix Reports did not display all the data in some circumstances When a scheduled matrix report
had the option set to include
blank rows, not all the data would
be included.  This has been
fixed.;

280716 Product
Bug

8.0 Search /
Report

Schedule reports that were delivered as Excel formatted files contained HTML in output This problem was introduced in
the current release.  It has been
fixed.;

281289 Product
Bug

7.0.5 Search /
Report

Historic data filter threw "single row subquery returns more than one row error" This was an obscure problem
where there were multiple issues
with absolutely identical
timestamps of being updated.
This has been fixed.;

282179 Product
Bug

7.0.2 User
Custom

Multiple, different custom reports could not be run in the same session without causing a session expiry This problem has been fixed.;
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